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Welcome Back! 

We hope you all had a restful and enjoyable holiday.  We are all looking forward to working 

together with you and your child in 2019. 

 

Climbing 

As you know we have already had our first session of climbing and the 

children LOVED it! Urban Uprising, a charity that are working in 

partnership with Eden Rock (based at Loanhead), are providing the 

sessions free of charge as a way to improve physical, social and 

emotional wellbeing.  We have a block of 6 lessons.   

 

School Extension 

Cuiken Primary School is currently getting an extension built with more 

classrooms being added on to the area immediately outside the Provision.  

This will be happening over the next 8 months.  A new Provision will be built 

for us and the good news is that we don’t need to move out of our current 

base until the new one is built - this will limit any disruption.   

The positioning of the Provision will be the same, in that we will be based at the side of the 

school with our entrance closest to the car park.   In the meantime there will be limited 

parking available due to the construction vehicles needing access.  There is also the need 

for children to be aware of the dangers associated with building sites and not leave the 

building without permission; this is never ok but it is even more important when we have 

vehicles and workers on site.  
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Our 3 ‘Rules’ 

 

We talk about these 3 aims all the time with the children and praise individuals when they 

are putting them into practice.  It would be great if you could keep talking about them at 

home also.  We make sure that the children know that ‘achieving’ can mean many things from 

learning a spelling pattern to taking some space to calm down instead of shouting at 

someone.  Feel free to tweet us @Cuiken_Primary  some examples from home with our hash 

tag #besafe#bekind#achieve  

 

Learning Targets 

All of our children have their own Individualised Educational Plan 

(IEP) and each term we set new targets based on their needs and 

what we want them to learn within the Curriculum for Excellence used 

in all Scottish schools. We also share what we are learning with your 

child’s mainstream school so that all the adults are working together in partnership.   

Your child is involved in talking about their targets and reflecting on them.  We will share 

them with you at your child’s planning meeting or send a copy out if there is not a meeting 

scheduled around the time they are reviewed and updated.  Any questions, please just ask. 

 

Thank you 

Team Provison 

Rosie Campbell (Principal Teacher), Manuela Wilson (class teacher), Michelle Ritchie 

(learning assistant), Vicki Middleton (learning assistant), Lyn Palmer (learning assistant) 

 

 


